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Book Reviews

New Lands, New Men: America and the Second Great Age of Discovery. By William
H. Goetzmann. (New York: Viking Penguin, 1986. xii + 528 pp. Illustrations,
maps, bibliography, index: $24.95.)
In a volume reminIscent of Samuel Eliot Morison's'books on the discovery
of America, Pulitzer-Prize winner William H.' Goetzmann' has written an inspired treatment of what he calls the "second great age of discovery." Goetzmann's subject is the discovery of "new lands" and "new men" by European
and American explorers during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. These
post-Columbian explorers, Goetzmann explains, went to sea and trekked the
new world continents as children of the Scientific Revolution. Theywent armed
with new tools, new questions, and new purposes to lands as diverse as the
tropical South Pacific and the polar ic~ caps.
In Goetzmann's hands, this history is more than a.recapitulation of exploration heroics, although there are plenty of those stories to satisfy. It is, as
he calls. it, an "intellectual landscape;".a description and explanation of an
unprecedented expansion in knowledge of the external world that coincided
with a similar_broadening of mankind's intellectual horizons..
. This is an ambitiou~ book. By examining the explorers'purposes, exploits,
and methods, Goetzmann describes and explains the interrelationships between scientific inquiry, technological progress, and romantic imperialism. The
characters are familiar, from La Condamine and James Cook to Meriwether
Lewis and Robert Peary, but Goetzmann puts them in a new context. He directs
our attep.tiC!n to the influence that science had on explo~ers-howNewtonian
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physics or Linnaean biology affected their views of the world-and how their
discoveries informed and changed science-such as Humboldt's ecological
descriptions of the Amazon Basin. These are case studies in how the emerging
"culture of science" informed the old world while it created a new one.
There is more to all of this than description and interrelationships between
thinking and acting in exploration. Goetzmann's ultimate interest is in the
results of this second age of discovery. His discussion of ocean chart-maker
Matthew Maury is a good example. Maury, the father of oceanography, began
with astronomy but let his mind run to the study of oceans and ocean currents.
Painstakingly recording data from ships' logs, Maury applied statistical analysis
to the study of oceans, creating what he called a physical geography of the
sea. Maury's revolutionary work, when combined with the invention of a new
sounding device, became the practical key to laying the first trans-Atlantic
telegraph cable.
For Goetzmann, Maury's accomplishment-like those of Meriwether Lewis,
John Powell, Charles Wilkes, and others--is a classic example of the power
that science, when hitched to the engine of practical discovery, released over
two hundred years ago. What Goetzmann has done is to give us an exciting
and richly intellectual tour of how the "culture of science" naturally captured
our attentions and began its domination of our lives.
William L. Lang
Montana Historical Society

Soldiers West: Biographies from the Military Frontier. Edited by Paul Andrew Hutton. (Lincoln: UniverSity of Nebraska Press, 1987. xiii + 276 pp. Illustrations,
maps, notes, index. $19.95 cloth, $9.95 paper.)
One of the most enduring images in American popular culture is that of
the cavalry galloping to the rescue. Although Hollywood went through a phase
of depicting frontier soldiers as brutal, racist butchers, the availability of so
many of the older movies on television probably still gives the edge to the
traditional stereotype over the revisionist caricature. Serious students, of course,
have gone far beyond such shallow portrayals of soldiers on the frontier. In
Soldiers West, Paul Andrew Hutton has brought together essays by some of the
best scholars in the field in an effort not only to limn the careers of fourteen
prominent officers but also to trace the complex role of the army in the TransMississippi West. There is also an excellent essay "The Frontier and the American Military Tradition" by Robert M. Utley, whose works have set such a high
standard in frontier military history. While other authors explain the contributions of individual officers, Utley describes instead the influence of the
frontier experience on the evolution of the army.
The subjects of these sketches are a diverse group. All were professional
soldiers and most wontheir place in history as Indian fighters or administrators
of Indian affairs. This includes (with authors in parentheses): William S. Harney
(Richmond L. Clow), James H. Carleton (Arrell M. Gibson), Philip H. Sheridan
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(Paul A. Hutton), George A. Custer (Brian W. Dippie), George Crook (Jerome
A. Greene), Benjamin H. Grierson (Bruce J. Dinges), Ranald S. Mackenzie.
(J'Nell L. Pate), William B. Hazen (Marvin E. Kroeker), Nelson A. Miles (Robert
M. Utley), and Frank D. Baldwin (Robert C. Carriker). Two-William Clark
(Jerome o. Steffen) and Stephen H. Long (Roger L. Nichols)-won fame as
explorers while John G. Bourke (Joseph C. Porter) made his mark as an ethnologist and Charles King (Paul L. Hedren), through his sixty-six books, popularized the image of the frontier army that John Ford and John Wayne later
polished to perfection.
These nineteenth-century men (all but Clark lived most of their lives in
the Victorian Age) shared most of the concerns of their middle-class contemporaries. Although regular officers, some sought success in business investm,ents, others considered political possibilities, and virtually all,· at one time
01 another, moved beyond the narrow limits of the garrison in their careers.
Yet, if there was a focal point other than the army, it was the Indian for all of
them. Violence erupted in brief spasms and brought most of. them rewards for
their conduct in combat, but such activity was rare. During the long months
and years they lived peacefully near the Indians, these officers observed and
formed opinions of the tribesmen which might strike readers as being surprisingly enlightened for their time.
This is a useful collection. With the exception of Utley's essay and the
sketch of Custer in which Dippie properly deals as much with the legend as
with the man, the authors, several of whom have published books on their
subjects, pursue a standard biographical format. All essays are well written,
solidly researched, and, withal, balanced. While a reader might have a favorite
whom he thinks should have been included (mine is Philip St. George Cooke),
this does not detract from the editor's achievement. He has given scholars a
work that should be on the shelf next to their desks, and for interested readers,
a fine book to have on the arm of their easy chairs.
Edward M. Coffman
University of Wisconsin, Madison

Soldiers, Sutlers, and Settlers: Garrison Life on the Texas Frontier. By Robert Wooster.
(College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1987. xv + 240 pp. Illustrations,
maps, notes, bibliography, index. $22.95.)
This is a lot of book for ·the money-large format, fine paper, copiously
illustrated with original line drawings. But the largest value by fat is the text,
which marks Robert Wooster as an emerging authority of high rank on the
frontier army, not alone in Texas but throughout the West. The research is
broad and deep, tapping many sources hitherto little used, and probably also
reflecting work done on a book of larger scope now in press. The institutional
understanding is superior, the synthesis is impressive, the coverage is thorough, and the style is highly readable.
Wooster's aim is to characterize the army in Texas from the dose of the
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Mexican War to the passing of the frontier in the 1890s. He also includes the
state and Confederate troops that occupied the borders of settlement during
the Civil War. He examines all the principal dimensions of his subject: officers,
enlisted men, and civilian hangers-on;. official and social life in garrison; entertainment and other diversions; stratifications of military society; economic
affairs; the physical layout and construction of the frontier fort; uniforms and
equipment; field duty and Indian fighting; and, finally, a perceptive interpretive chapter titled "The Passing of the Military Frontiers." A comprehensive
bibliographical essay assesses primary sources and secondary literature.
. The book succeeds admirably in its objective and even goes beyond. Although the focus is on Texas, and the unique aspects of service in Texas are
fully addressed, much of the characterization applies to the army throughout
the frontier West Even the bibliographical essay rises above the purely regional. Thus, the book may be read with profit by those with broader interests
than Texas alone.
If Wooster's future works live up to the promise of this one, he may be
expected to contribute major new understandings to the military history of
the American West and to enjoy high stature in this field.
Robert M. Utley
Santa Fe

The Army in Texas During Reconstruction 1865-1870. By William 1. Richter. (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1987. xiv + 265 pp. Maps, tables,
notes, index. $28.50.)
The army faced a series of obstacles as it reestablished federal authority
in Texas after the Civil War. The French threat in Mexico, postwar demobilization, Indian difficulties, refusal of many whites to accept anything resembling
equality for blacks, and divisions within the Republican party continually frustrated the military. These limitations notwithstanding, William 1. Richter's The
Army in Texas During Reconstruction 1865-1870 argues that the army's importance can scarcely be overestimated. Especially evident was the army's political
influence; Edmund J. Davis' dramatic moderation of the Radical Republican
platform in 1869 represented a conscious effort to secure the army's all-important support.
Richter divides his closely-argued account into three periods, corresponding with crucial changes in army organization. General Philip Sheridap., commander of the Fifth Military District, dominated the first (May 1865-December
1866). "Not a party man" (p, 109), Sheridan refused to allow indiscriminate
removals of conservative Texas officials. As chief of the District of Texas, the
forceful Charles Griffin spearheaded the second period (November 1866-September 1867), during which army attitudes against conservative Texans hardened. Joseph J. Reynolds, commander of the District of Texas and later the
Fifth Military District (September 1867-March 1870), controlled the final phase,
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instituting even more sweeping changes until civil government was restored
in 1870..
Richter effectively demonstrates the army's dominance during Reconstruction Texas. Noteworthy is his argument that the use of the. army to "enforce
'proper' behavior in the South ... subverted centuries of British-American
legal traditions" (p. ·8) and "provided a convenient excus~ for the denial of
justice and equality to blacks without forcing whites to face up to the racism
which made these goals unpalatable" (p. 195). To his credit, Richter tackles the
controverisal issues which have long divided historians. He finds the army to
have "generally conducted itself well in Texas" (p. 188). The Black Codes "were
an honest attempt by the legislature, blinded as it was by racial prejudice, to
make what it thought was a worKable system of free labor" (p. 61). Violence,
was a legitimate concern, according to Richter, although less so than portrayed
by contemporary Republicans.
Richter's conclusions will not win universal acceptance. This reader found
the text somewhat difficult to follow, although much of that ·is attributable to
the complexity of the era. The maps are helpful, the notes excellent, and the
index usable. Omission of bibliography, however, detractsJrom this well-researched volume.
Robert Wooster
Corpus Christi State University

The Drums Would Roll:;A Pictorial History of u.s. Army Bands on the American
Frontier, 1866-1900. By Thomas C. Railsback and John .P. LarigeIIier. (Poole
Dorsett, England: Arms & Armour Press/New York: Sterling Publishing Co.,
1987. 63 pp. llIustrations, appendixes, notes, bibliography.. $14.95.)
During the' years between the close of the Civil War and the opening of
the twentieth century, soldiers of the U.s. Army occupied a spate of frontier
posts in the trans-Mississippi West as they policed the various Indian tribes
who inhabited the land. To help alleviate the tedium of garrison life, army
bands often accompanied the troops to their western stations, becoming, in
effect, the mainstay of post military and social activities.
.
In this significant introductory study, Thomas C. Railsback and John P.
LangeIIier present an overview of the frontier bands, their organization and
composition, and the problems they faced at the far-flung western outposts.
Besides suffering financial cutbacks that threatened their existence, post-Civil
War bands also experienced difficulty gaining recruits who could read music,
a problem that promoted stereotypical views of musical aptitude grounded in
ethnicity. European immigrants were considered the best musicians, although
the bandsmen of the all-black regiments were noted for· stirring recitals. In
addition to providing entertainment for concerts and dances, and musical
accompaniment for weddings, funerals, parades, and guard-mount exercises,
the bands promoted good relations between the posts and the civilian communities in their vicinities, thereby enhancing the army mission.
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To highlight the text, the authors have assembled a selection of rare period
photographs of army bands and musicians. Presented chronologically, the
pictures portray the individuality of the non-regulation uniforms often adopted
by regimental bands, as well as the changes in formal dress that were authorized over time. Appendixes discuss the types of music played-mainly
marches, hymns, popular tunes, and orchestral transcriptions-and instrumentation, the manner in which parts of musical compositions were distributed
among band members. In sum, this book offers a satisfying insight into a
heretofor~ little known aspect of frontier army life. It is well worth reading.
Jerome A. Greene
National Park Service

John Xantus: The Fort Tejon Letters 1857-1859. By Ann Zwinger. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1986. xxvi + 255 pp. Illustrations, maps, charts, tables,
appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $23.50.)
Hungarian immigrant John Xantus was one of the most prolific collectors
of natural history specimens in mid-nineteenth century America, and during
those years he discovered numerous new species in the Southwest. Xantus
and other field collectors dispelled much ignorance about the Western American environment. From Fort Tejon, California, Xantus dispatched 1,794 bird
skins, 145 mammals; 229 containers of fishes and reptiles, 211 nests, 740 eggs,
107 bottles of insects, and "prepared 140 skulls, pressed 14 bales of plants, and
packed 17 packages of minerals" (p. xxiii).
Xantus symbolized the determination of the Smithsonian Institution and
its assistant secretary, Spencer F. Baird, to build natural history collections.
Therefore, Baird strove to establish a national network of collectors. Baird knew
that Fort Tejon was located between the San Joaquin Valley and the Mojave
Desert. "Because Fort Tejon lay at the joining of disparate environments-the
site was an ecotone and as such enjoyed rich populations of almost everything
that crawled, flew, pounced, clawed, or fled across the countryside" (p. ix).
Learning that Xantus, an enlisted man in the army, was a collector, Baird used
his influence to have the Hungarian ordered to Fort Tejon as a hospital orderly.
Baird intended Xantus to collect in this rich ecological zone.
At Fort Tejon, Xantus frequently wrote to Baird, and his letters are fascinating for several reasons. They reveal the nineteenth-century natural history
collector at work. The reader gains a sense of the difficulty involved in killing,
skinning, preserving, and shipping specimens. Proper supplies were very hard
to get. Xantus prOVides a glimpse, albeit a very jaundiced one, into life on an
1850s army post. He does note that occasionally other army personnel were
also collectors.
Xantus was a gifted, dedicated collector, but he was also an egomaniac
with extreme delusions of grandeur, a chronic liar, a plagiarist, and a fraudulent
adventurer. All this makes for entertaining reading, but it vastly complicated
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the task of editor Ann ZWinger, who had to sort out the authentic from the
preposterous in Xantus' correspondence.
Zwinger provides an informative introduction and useful annotations to
Xantus' letters. This volume presents a view into the work of the nineteenthcentury naturalists. John XJintus: The Fort Tejon Letters 1857-1859 should appeal
to historians of the environment, of the Southwest, and of military life in the
1850s. We owe much gratitude to Xantus for his accomplishments as a collector,
and we -must admire the tact and patience of Spencer F. Baird, who had to
contend with this most difficult and self-centered individual.
Joseph c. Porter
Joslyn Art Museum, Omaha

Henry Hopkins Sibley; Confederate General of the West. By Jerry Thompson. (Natchitoches, Louisiana: Northwestern State University Press, 1987. xix + 399 pp.
Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $25.00.)
Fate can be capricious about bestowing historical recognition. Excellence
in one's life is not always the criteria for later biographical attention. The
undeserving sometimes stumble into historical legend through the back door,
propelled by sheer luck, random circumstances, monumental failures, or a
perverse kind of celebrity based on nothing more than public whim. Henry
Hopkins Sibley was one of these.
Sibley's name and fame, if it could be called that, rest mainly on the Sibley
tent and his command of the Sibley Brigade, the Confederate force that invaded
New Mexico during the Civil War. The first was not an original concept but
only a military adaptation of a Comanche tepee and the second was an unmitigated disaster. The rest of the general's life was even less auspicious, yet
the man has been commemorated in thousands of words while more temperate,
responsible, and courageous officers'have long been forgotten.
Author Jerry Thompson has traced Sibley's life and career from his 1816
birth in Natchitoches, Louisiana, to his death in Virginia in 1886, describing a
IIlan whose intelligence and imagination were overshadowed by character
flaws so pervasive they crippled his life and career. Unfortunately, the biography also contains flaws which detract from its potential as a reference about
a general who had a great impact on New Mexico history.
Slipshod editing does a great disservice to this volume. Some sentences
are ambiguous, misleading, or even downright confusing because of poor
grammar or structure. Some footnote numbers are transposed, typographic
errors such as "ford" for "fort" or "confined" for "confided" are to be found,
some maps are not drawn to scale, Captain James Graydon is called Grayson
on one occasion, hyphen use is inconsistent, and other small but annoying
problems appear.
But there are also problems of a more serious nature. Thompson places
the village of Paraje on the west bank of the Rio Grande and states thatTaos
is southwest of the Sangre de Cristo Mountains. He says a Texas woman, Jane
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Wilson, was kidnapped by Comanches in 1854 and writes that one half of
Captain Alexander McRae's men died beside their guns at the Battle of Valverde. He also presents the novel and fascinating information that Sibley,
although flat on his back in an ambulance some distance away from the Valverde fighting and "ill, exhausted, and drunk," was "appraised [sic] of the
situation" on the battlefield, decided on a frontal attack, and had his orders
relayed to Colonel Thomas Green to carry out. None of these facts, to the best
of this reviewer's knowledge or research, is correct. While such errors constitute only a minor part of the whole work, they do tend to bleed away the
reader's confidence.
When deSCribing many events Thompson seems to accept, uncritically,
the word of some secondary sources, and even Sibley;s, who he admits was
often inebriated. However, he certainly cannot be accused of hagiography.
Thompson presents the many facets of Sibley's personality so realistically the
reader is, in tum, disapproving, sympathetic, irritated, saddened, and surprised at Sibley's actions. In spite of some limitations, those interested in an
overview of General Sibley's life will find the biography entertaining and interesting.
Jacqueline Meketa
Corrales, New Mexico

Geronimo and the End of the Apache Wars: Commemorating the Centennial of the
Surrender of Naiche and Geronimo, September 4, 1886. Edited by C. L. Sonnichsen.
(Tucson: Arizona Historical Society, 1987. 136 pp. Illustrations, map, notes,
bibliography. $24.95.)
Last yeiu marked the centennial observance of Geronimo's surrender and
subsequent exile to Florida. For the white man it meant the dawn of a previously unknown era of peace in the Southwest. For Geronimo it was the end
of his free-roaming days on the war-path. 'He would spend the rest of his life
as a prisoner of war, farmer, and side-show attraction. Never again would he
see his native homeland.
First published as the spring 1986 edition of The Journal of Ari~ona History,
this collection of six essays treats not only the immortal war-leader himself
but also those whites who struggled for Apache rights and dignity after the
rest of the country had forgotten them. Included are some of those who felt
compelled to present the Apache side of the story in times when it was not
particularly popular to do so.
The volume is introduced by a short article chronicling the career of the
determined Apache spokeswoman, Eve Ball. Lynda A. Sanchez pays a fitting
tribute to the historian who pioneered oral history among a people who had
no other means of presenting their story. Ball had the foresight and considerable grit to win the confidence of numerous Apaches who had lived through
the days of Geronimo, Victorio, and other famed leaders. By her efforts to win
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their trust and even friendship,· she made a lasting contribution to our understanding of the Apache perspective.
Sonnichsen 'himself contributes a most provocative essay dealing with
Geronimo's changing image during the past one hundred years. At the time
of his final surrender, Geronimo was considered a fiendish, ruthless murderer
who destroyed everything in his path. Even during his own brief rise to
prominence during the 1880s, Geronimo attained legendary status as a cunning
and vicious raider who roamed almost at will despite the army's best efforts
to subdue him. Historians and novelists had perpetuated t);lis image well into
the twentieth century, until Edgar Rice Burroughs first cast Geronimo in ·the
role of freedom fighter in his 1927 novel, Apache Devil. Sonnichsen traces this
dual identity to the present day. On one side is the traditional reputationsavage, the epitome of evil-on the other, a peace-loving defender of his native
land-righteous, philosophicaL As with many things, time and changing social
values have had amitigating effect on our perceptions of figures like Geronimo.
Edward R. Sweeney atte,mpts to sort out the truth behind the claim that
Geronimo's hatred and unrelenting hostility stemmed from the Carrasco Massacre of 1851. Some would have it that until his family died at the hands of
Mexican troops in this unwarranted attack, Geronimo was living at peace and
at one with nature. In later years, Geronimo himself claimed this as the reason
for unbridled terrorism. As Sweeney shows, however, there were wrongs done
on both sides, and Geronimo's memory was' seiective at best.
Contrasting the view that Geronimo acted only on behalf of his people is
Samuel E. Kenoi's account from the perspective of a young Apa~he boy living
among the peaceful majority .on the reservation. To Kenoi, Gero;'imo was no
hero. On the contrary, many Apaches viewed.Geronimo as the cause of misery
for the entire tribe. Had it not been for him and a few self-serving renegades,
according to Kenoi, the rest of the tribe could have pursued their farming and
stock raising without interference. Kenoi's interview is valuable in clarifying
the oft-perceived contradition posed by Apache scouts serving against their
own people.
Of primary historical value is the inclusion of Lieutenant Charles B. Gatewood's heretofore unpublished account of his negotiations with Geronimo prior
to the council at Skeleton Canyon with General Nelson A. Miles. Although shorter,
edited versions have appeared previously, this transcript is taken directly from
Gatewood's original in the Arizona Historical Society collections. Beyond providing an interesting and exciting narrative of Gatewood's journey into Mexico
to locate Geronimo's band, it furnishes first-hand information on what transpired during his delicate confrontation. Never hesitant to accept credit that
would enhance his own reputation, Miles made the most of Geronimo's formal
surrender to him at Skeleton Canyon. This article establishes clearly, however,
that had it not been for Gatewood's efforts and the unusual credibility he had
with the Apaches, that meeting likely would not have happened.
Students of the Apache campaigns and particularly of Geronimo will appreciate this fine little volume, as well as its bibliography, which focuses on
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the last of the Apache wars. Both Sonnichsen and the Arizona Historical Society
are to be commended for its publication. In addition, because this hardcover
edition is limited to one hundred copies, its future as a collector's item is
assured.
Douglas C. McChristian
National Park Service

American Indian and Alaska Native Newspapers and Periodicals, 1971-1985. Edited
by Daniel F. Littlefield, Jr., and James W. Parins. (New York: Greenwood Press,
1986. xx + 609 pp. Appendixes, index. $85.00.)
For the past several years, Greenwood Press has published a seriescalled
Historical Guides to the World's Periodicals and Newspapers. There are now three
reference books in the series dealing with American Indian and Alaska Native
newspapers and periodicals. The first guide covered the period from 1826 to
1924, while the second looked at the years from 1925 to 1970. With the appearance of the present volume, the editors have examined such publications
from 1971 to 1985. Both editors are professors of English at the University of
Arkansas at Little Rock. Over thirty people contributed entries, which aided
the editors in preparing the guide.
The guide follows the structure of the two previous volumes. Titles and
variant titles are arranged alphabetically. Each entry contains a narrative history of the publication, bibliographical information, index sources, and location
sources. The editors also include a list of titles by chronology and by location.
Some important characteristics of the period from 1971 to 1985 were the
numerous titles established. More than one thousand titles were begun during
this period, as compared to only about six hundred from 1921 to 1970. Federal
dollars played a large part in funding native presses during the 1970s. In
addition, besides the usual urban and tribal newspapers and periodicals, more
publications geared toward specific subjects such as Indian law, health issues,
and Indian women appeared. Finally, the biggest problem facing editors and
publishers of American Indian and Alaska Native newspapers and periodicals
then and now is financial and editorial independence.
This useable book, along with its two companion volumes, are welcome
additions to the field.
Raymond Wilson
Fort Hays State University

Crown and Calumet: British-Indian Relations, 1783-1815. By Colin G. Calloway.
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1987. xiv + 345 pp. Illustrations,
maps, notes, bibliography, index. $21.95.)
The Indians were a factor in the considerations that fueled British reluctance and even refusal to adhere to the peace settlement at the end of the
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American Revolution. American assertion of control over the trans-Appalachia
domain won by the treaty had to reckon with this British-Indian element until
after the peace settlement of the War of 1812. While the author suggests that
British-Indian contact "occurred across virtually the whole continent" (p. 27),
he places his focus on the country north of the Ohio River and in the Great
Lakes area where it most commonly took place.
Unlike other recent studies of these years, Colin Calloway of the Newberry
Library is not interested in a chronicle or analysis of events. By the "BritishIndian relations" of his subtitle, his stated concerns are the attitudes of Indian
and Briton toward each other and what determined them. Although great
variation characterized attitudes easily altered by time and circumstance, Calloway's investigation yields meaningful observations.
Whatever else might enter into their thinking, British attitudes were the
product of dual motivations: good relations with the Indians were of paramount necessity in order to enjoy a virtual monopoly in the fur trade on what
was America's wilderness soil; and, if war shattereQthe fragile Anglo-American
peace, the Indians would be needed as auxiliaries or allies. Should good relations with Indians cease to serve a useful purpose for Britain on the international scene, they were "expendable" and would be "abandoned." Calloway
: does not dismiss the humanitarian factor, but he says its role was secondary.
I
Except for momentarily renewed optimism, the Indians were increasingly
skeptical and "disenchanted" with the British. Realists in assessing their situation, they realized that their best hope of staying or delaying American
expansion and its consequences to their own future rested in maintaining good
relations with the British. Pragmatism dominated the Indian part of the BritishIndian equation also, with the Indians giving as good as they got, "sometimes
better." Further, they generally "showed an irritating reluctance to regard Europeans as omniscient or to accept their beliefs as absolute truths" (p. 106).
Within the bounds of the predominant realism that generally prevailed in
the attitudes of each side, immediate feelings would run the gamut from respect, admiration, and approval to distrust, contempt, and intolerance. These
perceptions were secondary, however, to concerns for the fur trade, military
affairs, and survival.
The author reaches his conclusions through study of the contact and intermingling of the British and Indian peoples and their cultures in the North
American context. He is clear on the results, but he is contradictory on the
process. In the book's "The Meeting of Cultures" section, a chapter opens with
the assertion that "Cultures do not meet; people do." Later in the same paragraph: "The meeting of cultures on the British-Indian frontier ..." (p. 110).
Based on doctoral research in his native England, Calloway has made
good use of often overlooked British manuscript sources. It is a particular
strength for this study that his background gives him greater sensitivity to
British attitudes than American scholars. To his credit, he articulates the subject
well without the slightest suggestion of chauvinism.
The paucity of Indian-generated sources poses an inherent difficulty in
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achieving a reasonable understanding of the Indian perspective. Much of the
documentation is filtered through the perception or bias of its white recorders,
and Iridian attitudes· receive briefer and less detailed consideration herein.
Calloway is well aware that it 'cannot be otherwise. He carefully characterizes
what sources are available and thoughtfully explains how they can be used
and with what credence.
Dwight L. Smith
Miami University

Across Boundaries: Transborder Interaction in Comparative Perspective. Edited by
Oscar J. Martinez. (EI Paso: Texas Western Press, Center for Inter-American
and Border Studies, University of Texas at EI Paso, 1986. x + 206 pp. Maps,
charts, tables, notes. $15.00 paper.) .
In 1984 the University of Texas at El Paso sponsored a conference on
"Problem Solvlng Along Borders." The papers presented by eleven scholars at
the conference have been collected and edited by Oscar Martinez and are
offered here as an introduction to an important and sensitive topic.
As might be expected, United States border relations receives major attention as three contributions deal with the U.S.-Mexican border and two with
the U.S.-Canadian line. Other subjects include border problems beyond the
usual purview of national governments, and border relations in Western Europe, Africa, and in the Communist world. Inevitably, most of the articles focus
on specific locations and issues, though several do offer general observations.
For example, Niles Hansen draws some interesting comparisons between border regions in Western Elirope and the U.s.-Mexican borderlands, noting that
the U.s. and Mexico could well emulate Europe in achieVing mutually beneficial
transborder cooperation agreements. In a similar vein, A. 1. Asiwaju of the
University of Lagos firids that the Nigerian-Benin border invites comparison
with the U.S....:Mexican situation in matters of population, culture, and resource
development.
Several common denominators emerge from the various presentations.
One is a recognition that borders are political artifices, and another is that the
concerns of people living on either side are intertwined economically, socially,
and culturally. Still, another theme is the need for national governments to
recognize the special circumstances existing in certain regions. The Regio Basiliensis, a regional planning system centered on Basel involving France, West
Germany, and Switzerland, requires the cooperation of three nations. In the
case of the United States and Mexico, federal and state governmental agencies
on both sides lag behind the people of the region in cooperating on problems
of mutual concern. Some contributors argue for transnational management of
border problems, given the distance between a nation's capital and its boundaries.
Specialists and students in international relations will find this book of
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value ·for the insights of its contributors, but the papers are in the main theoretical and pontifical in tone. Border relations involve people, and people try
their best not to lead constant lives oftension and dispute. None of the papers
mention the annual volleyball game conducted at Nogales between the U.S.
and Mexican officials, in which the chain link fence across the border is used
as a net. Would that all border challenges could be resolved so easily.
Abraham Hoffman
Reseda, California

Fray Bernardino de Sahagun, 1499-1590. By Luis Nicolau d'Olwer. (Salt Lake
City: University of Utah Press, 1987. x + 201 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $25.00.)
Sixteenth-century Mexico is often recalled through the adventures of dynamic personalities such as Hernando Cortes arid Francisco Vazquez de Coronado. Less known individuals, howev~r, have also contributed greatly to our
understanding of the period: One such person is the tireless Fray Bernardino
de SahagUn, the remarkable Franciscan whose work has served as the intellectual focus for generations of historians, ethno-historians, linguists, and cultural anthropologists. Luis Nicolau d'Olwer's Historiadores de America: Fray
Bernardino de Sahagun (1499-1590), published thirty-five years ago, has long
served as a most valuable biography and exposition of this clergyman's labors
with the natives of the Valley of Mexico and the growing bureaucracy of New
Spain. The only drawback to Nicolau d'Olwer's book (other than being out of
print) is that its contribution to our knowledge of Fray Bernardino's work is
limited to readers familiar with the Spanish language and those willing to settle
for interpretations. Fortunately this situation has been changed by the publication of Mauricio J. Mixco's English translation of Nicolau d'Olwer's 1952
work.
Fray Bernardino's biography has challenged more than a few historians,
but Nicolau d'Olwer's work effectively encapsulates the efforts of Joaquin
Garda Icazbalceta and Wigberto Jimenez Moreno by artfully complementing
what is known of Sahagun the man and what he accomplished against the
backdrop of the Franciscan order and sixteenth-century New Spain. Chapters
one through nine trace the life of Fray Bernardino from his formative years in
Spain and arrival in Mexico City in 1529 to his final years and death in 1590,
highlighting the events that led to the development of his life's work, the
Historia general de las cosas de Nueva Espana. What distinguishes this biography,
however, is chapter ten, "Sahagun in His Work," because here Nicolau d'Olwer
develops Fray Bernardino's methodology that today generously serves the
disciplines of linguistics, ethnography, and social history.
Any study of SahagUn of necessity revolves around his devotion to his
mission-the salvation of native American souls. Initially, this meant learning
Nahuatl and developing a dictionary and grammar in order to teach the religious to communicate with the Mexica in their own language. Once fluent in
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Nahuatl, Fray Bernardino realized that Christian indoctrination was indeed
superficial and that pre-conquest beliefs and rites persisted alongside and even
within Christianity. He then began working on his Historia, intending it to be
a manual for his fellow clergymen to use in rooting out these preconquest
beliefs and rites. In the course of his investigation and analysis (contributing
perhaps to his own intellectual maturity) Fray Bernardino became increasingly
aware of the culture he was studying and the importance of preserving the
memory of the indigenous past and the history of the fall of Tenochtitlan as
seen by the conquered. Unfortunately, Phillip II censored the promulgation of
studies of pre-Columbian culture such as Sahagun's Historia.
Mauricio J. Mixco's excellent English translation of Luis Nicolau d'Olwer's
Fray Bernardino de Sahagun, 1499-1590 provides a very readable biography of
this sixteenth-century Franciscan. Mixco's effort is faithful to the Spanish style
of the original while effecting idiomatic naturalness.
Publication of this work could not have been more timely because it complements the recently released translation of Sahagun's Historia by Arthur J.
O. Anderson and Charles E. Dibble, published as the General History of the
Things of New Spain (School of American Research, Santa Fe, and University
of Utah Press).
Robert Himmerich y Valencia
University of New Mexico

Carleton Beals: A Radical Journalist in Latin America. By John A. Britton. (Albuquerqu.e: University of New Mexico Press, 1987. xiii + 309 pp. Illustrations,
notes, bibliography, index. $24.95.)
John A. Britton's sympathetic biography contends that historians have
wrongly dismissed Carleton Beals' work as "overly impressio~istic, excessively
ideological, and sometimes inaccurate" (p. xii). Britton maintains that "while
Beals was no paragon of objectivity, he did write on Latin American affairs
from a much more consistent and considerably less superficial perspective than
many students of recent history have understood" (p. xii). This thesis is admirably demonstrated, although readers might question the virtues of consistency and profundity when compared to Beals' other flaws. Britton romanticizes
Beals as a "free-spirited advocate of leftist causes in the Western Hemisphere"
(p. 1-2), who endorsed the "uplift of the impoverished masses by sweeping
social change or, if necessary, by violent revolution" (p. 2).
Beals was born in 1893 in Kansas of parents committed to radicalism
through allegiance to the Populist Party, and he inherited their leftist approach
to politics. The precise elements of that ethos remain vague in Britton's presentation, beyond "determination to expose the plight of the down-trodden
and the exploited to the reading public of the United States" and a general
sympathy for revolution (p. 2). Britton seems inordinately concerned with
showing Beals was not a communist, yet he never convincingly demonstrates
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that Beals' leftist but non-Marxist approach to Latin American affairs was more
perceptive than other paradigms.
Beals' radicalism guided all his responses to Latin American issues. Whether
in Mexico where he lived through the turmoil of 1923-1933, in Italy where he
.observed the rise of Mussolini, in Cuba and Peru where he observed authoritarianism, or in Nicaragua where he was impressed by Augusto Cesar Sandino,
Beal editorialized in The Nation, New Republic, and Current History, maintaining
faith in the ability. of revolutionaries to eliminate inequality. Through four
marriages and consuming mental anguish, Beals remained a consistent advocate of new societies dedicated to the welfare of the masses.
What made Beals a "respected authority" on Latin American affairs? How
did his reporting influence policy makers? Britton's evidence that the FBI and
State Department kept files on him is insufficient. Britton's repeated judgment
that Beals was more than just another commentator on Latin America intrudes
into the provocative story of Beals' personal crusades. Instead of accepting
Britton's idealization of Beals as "secular prophet" (p. 235), readers will be
convinced that Beals was a prolific journalist endowed with regrettably narrow
vision. He was quickly forgotten-sadly, but perhaps understandably so.
Joyce S. Goldberg
University of Texas, Arlington

Judas at the Jockey Club: and Other Episodes of Porfirian Mexico. By William H.
Beezley. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1987. x + 181 pp. Illustrations,
notes, bibliography, index. $19.95.)
At the beginning of this slender volume, William Beezley tells us what
this book is not-"not a volume in social history, psychohistory, historical
anthropology, nor even ethnohistory" (p. x). The reader might then wonder
what it is, and the author hills us that he hopes "it is history-that is, an effort
to reconstruct some pieces of Mexico's experience ..." (p. x). Unfortunately,
such a broad definition and lack of focus has led to a volume in which three
loosely constructed essays have been strung together to fashion a book. This
lack of focus greatly diminishes the value of the book as a whole and the essays
individually.
Beezley takes three topics of great potential interest in the field of popular
culture-sports, technology, and Judas burnings-and does not do them justice, either individually or as parts of a whole. He has indicated in his preface
that he is not particularly interested in reaching a conclusion, but one wonders
if the discipline imposed by seeking more concrete correspondence between
different aspects of popular culture would not have greatly improved this
volume.
A major problem is heavy reliance on foreign travelers' reports. The author
indicates that he has chosen these sources because travelers described the
details of Mexican life "faithfully" as they did not "take for granted Mexico's
everyday activities ..." (p. x). Again, unfortunately, many of these foreign
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travelers did not seem to understand what they were seeing, and in some
cases were highly patronizing. A patronizing tone sometimes drifts into Beezley's own evaluations, as in his discussion of "stunted agrarian technology"
(p. 72). Nowhere does he indicate that Mexican hacienda workers' opposition
to the introduction of threshing machines might well be a result of their fear
of losing their jobs. In another example, he indicates that Mexican proclivities
for using tortillas as a "dinner service" prevented the lower classes from adopting more modern dishes and implements. In particular, he claims that Mexicans
of the lower classes, "having cooked for centuries without iron vessels," preferred clay pots and "saw no need to change, even if they could have afforded
it" (p. 68). In support of this extraordinary statement, he cites only an observation made by a foreigner in 1898. Having personally discussed with Mexican
workers active in the Mexican Revolution fifteen years later their particular
aversion to eating their lunches on tortillas made unsanitary because their
hands were covered with industrial or agricultural grime, this reader has to
object to these cavalier suggestions.
Beezley further states that the "nonindustrial world of the countryside
made no division between work and leisure" (p. 78). Again, it seems to me
that only a foreign traveler could possibly have come to so extraordinary a
conclusion. My own discussions with agricultural workers who migrated to
the United States between 1910-1920 during the Mexican Revolution indicate
strongly that workers had no difficulty distinguishing between work and leisure
and that indeed, grinding conditions in the countryside led many of them to
search for a better balance between the two outside of their homeland.
The most interesting essay of the three is the last, "Judas at the Jockey
Club," which discusses the custom of burning Judas figures in Mexico, particularly on Holy Saturday. This essay is greatly improved over the other two
by its inclusion of historical data on the subject of the European origins of
these festivals and examples of these festivals in other Latin American countries. The chapter will be of particular interest to New Mexicans familiar with
Zozobra celebrations (of much more recent and non-Hispanic origins). The
author is correct, I believe, in seeing elements of class protest and tension in
the Judas burnings, which have popular origins. Indeed, the symbolism of
Judas figures dressed in elegant clothes such as top hats is difficult to mistake.
Less solid is his assertion that Judas celebrations designed and produced by
the elite, and by the Jockey Club in one particular instance, for the populace
were deliberately demeaning to those "scrambling for the coins" released when
the Judas figures exploded. Although such a case might be made through
careful study and analysis of the tensions in Mexican society at this time and
in this specific case, and although this reader shares the author's sense of
distaste at the thought of such a spectacle, anyone familiar with Mexican culture
also will see the similarities with adults watching children scrambling for coins,
toys, and candies released from a pinata at a birthday party. Surely the children's excitement and joy at these events is by no means entirely demeaning
or exemplary of an adult plot to entertain themselves at the expense of their
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progeny. Although it seems clear that events at the Jockey Club were an example of "noblesse oblige," and equally clear that the events went wrong,
leading to a "savage and brutal fight," in the words of one observer (p.111),
it seems less likely that we can inevitably conclude with the author that"Meanspirited members tossed coins only to make sport of those who scrambled for
them" (p. 1 1 5 ) . '
.
Indeed, the whole tone of this volume demeans the author's historical
subjects, the poor and the wealthy of Porfirian Mexico. One hopes that future
studies of popular cuiture in Mexico will show more historical and cultural
sensitivity.
Linda B. Hall
University of New Mexico

Escape From Death Valley: As Told by William Lewis Manly and Other '4gers. Edited
by Leroy Johnson and Jean Johnson. (Reno: University of Nevada Press, 1987.
xvii + 213 pp. Illustrations, maps, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index.
$25.00 cloth, $14.95 paper.)
The spectacular scenery of some of our great national parks is sometimes
enhanced by their romanticized early history. Examples include Yellowstone
Park and the legend of Colter's Hell, Denali National Park and the often fatal
lure of Mount McKinley, and Death Valley, discovered by lost forty-niners. In
the latter case the aura of historic melodrama seems almost to overshadow the
visitors' experience of torrid temperatures and a forbidding landscape. Escape
from Death Valley is not a work of lurid fiction but a meticulous study of the
most astonishing epic in gold rush literature.
The Johnsons are among a new breed of historians who not only research
in libraries but also on the ground, attempting to locate with precision historic
sites and trails. There is a large body of literature about the DeathValley fortyniners who gave it its name, but the Johnsons offer the best guide to the subject
to date. They provide a new and impressive dimension to this story by the
thoroughness of their coverage-a review of previous interpretations of the
subject, a definitive analysis of exact routes taken by rescuers and rescued,
and the annotated testimony of four eyewitnesses. Excellent maps facilitate
reader comprehension.
The prime rescuer was William D. Manly, whose recollections, titled Death
Valley in '49, was published in 1887 and in several later editions. However, his
most illuminating work, only recently discovered and 'here published for the
first time, appeared serially in the Santa Clara Valley, 1887-1890, as "From
Vermont to California."
Manly is an authentic western hero. Schooled and hardened on the Michigan and Wisconsin frontiers, he joined the California gold rush, prosaically
enough, as a hired teamster, but with four companions he soon achieved a·
unique kind of fame among forty-niners. Instead of crossing over turbulent
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Green River, like everyone else, they elect~d to face unknown perils by plunging down the hitherto unexplored Green River canyons. Barely escaping that
ordeal with their lives, they left the canyons at a point southwest of Salt Lake
City and stumbled upon a wagon train heading southwestward toward southern California in hopes of avoiding Sierra Nevada snow. Manly's misguided
contingent of seven family wagons got stranded in hellish Death Valley. He
and John Rogers volunteered to seek help from the nearest settlement, which
happened to be a ranch north of Los Angeles, 250 gruelling miles away. Obtaining provisions and animals, they made their painful way back, appearing
like ghosts before the gaunt sun-blackened survivors, who had abandoned all
hope, and were led, miraculously, to safety.
Merrill J. Mattes
Oregon-California Trails Association, Littleton, Colorado

Pilgrimage: A Journey Through Colorado's History and Culture. By Stephen May.
(Athens: Ohio State University Press/Swallow Press, 1986. xiii + 125 pp. Illustrations, map. $18.95 cloth, $8.95 paper.)
Pilgrim Stephen May has had a long-standing love affair with Colorado.
Because he felt that he was taking for granted the essence of a state which
means so much to him, and because he hoped to find that certain mystique
underlying Colorado's uniqueness, he set out on a trip to challenge his senses
and to search for the soul of the land.
It is hard to say whether he found what he was looking for. Readers familiar
with Colorado past and present will not be overwhelmed by new discoveries,
historical syntheses, or conclusive insights. May leaves us with his personal
insights and impressions, vignettes of prose and poetry from others equally
smitten by the landscape, and details of travel, hiking, communing with the
people, and rhetorical commentary about what it all means.
One is reminded of Travels with Charley. The mood is pleasant, and the
overall effect is satisfying. We are taken on a tour from Colorado Springs to
the Arkansas River, to Sand Creek and Ludlow, and from San Luis to Mesa
Verde, Ouray, Marble, the Maroon Bells, Leadville, Vail, Rocky Mountain National Park, Central City, and Georgetown. The pace is enjoyable, and the
detours serve as road signs adding pleasure to the journey. May makes no
attempt to tattoo us with preconceived notions about what it all means. We
can disengage at any time.
What makes the book informative, and different than Travels with Charley,
is the way May connects Colorado to the rest of the nation and world in both
history and art. We are able to reflect on the Arkansas River as a life line to
the Gulf of Mexico; the Plains as an area between California and Boston; Anasazi
art compared with the cave paintings in Spain; Ouray's newspaper, The Solid
Muldoon, being read in Queen Victoria's England; and Marble's brief moment
in the sun against the background of Egypt, Greece, and Rome. Local history
comes alive and serves both as a welcome antidote to parochialism and as
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encouragement for Colorado lovers to find "that place, any place" (p. 124)
where we can comfortably enjoy the grandeur of this diverse state.
Some will say that May's history is too selective and superficial, that Walt
Whitman may not appeal to the Hispanic population, and that the author's
trip was too rushed. But as an essay helping us restore harmony to urbanized
souls, urging us to walk on the earth so as to give back some of the energy
we have taken while escaping ever so briefly from "the wife and daytime
televisiQn" (p. 96), the Pilgrimage is a worthwhile reading experience and a trip
that should provide us all with therapeutic diversion.
Dan Tyler
Colorado State University

Colorado Homes. By Sandra Dallas. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,
1986. x + 261 pp. Illustrations, bibliography, index. $42.50 cloth, $35.00 paper.)
In Colorado Homes, Sandra Dallas has produced another book that will
delight readers who have enjoyed her previous works such as Gaslight and
Gingerbread (1965) and No More Than Five in a Bed (1967). With numerous photographs by Dallas and her daughter, Kendal Atchison (with whom she collaborated on the recent Colorado Ghost Towns and Mining Camps, 1984), the book
sets out to examine "the richness and diversity of domestic architecture in
Colorado" (p. 9). Dallas notes that "Coloradans were not initiators but imitators," borrowing styles from other parts of the country or abroad, "no matter
how inappropriate to the western climate" (pp. 4-5). Thus, as travel writer
Ernest Ingersoll said of Denver in the 1880s, "Homes succeed one another in
endlessly varying styles of architecture" (p. 78).
Beginning with the Mesa Verde cliff dwellings and Plains Indian tipis,
Dallas next treats log cabins, adobes and soddies, carpe~ter Gothic houses,
and "romantic Victorian" (Italianate and Second Empire) architecture. Noting
that "Colorado came of age in the late Victorian era" (p. 78), she next discusses
such styles as Queen Anne, shingle, "stick:' Eastlake, and Georgian, followed
by "Front Range Castles:' prairie box houses, elegant late nineteenth and early
twentieth-century mansions, twentieth-century middle-class homes (bungalows, cottages, "Denver squares"), and moderne, international, and deco houses.
She concludes with an epilogue highlighting recent architecture from geodesic
domes to mountain chalets. A number of historic photographs complement
the contemporary views.
Along the way, Dallas provides much social analysis, drawing on her rich
background in Colorado history. Apt quotations ranging from Helen Hunt
Jackson's view of author-artist Mary Hallock Foote's Leadville home to nineteenth-century historian Frank Hall's impression of a mining town ("rows of
cheap and ugly frame buildings ... held up in dizzy heights on stilts along
the densely populated ravines" enliven the text (p. 46). Throughout, wellknown homes such as the Maxwell House in Georgetown share space with
modest, more typical dwellings. -
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Written in Dallas's usual lively style, the book also contains a most useful
bibliography. Some readers, however, may wish that the author had induded
notes to specific sources and quotations, as well as addresses for the houses
pichired in the book. More information on architects also would be helpful.
Most, however, will enjoy and appreciate Colorado Homes as a well-researched,
readable, and attractive treatment of an important and interesting topic.
Maxine Benson
Denver, Colorado

A Literary History of the American West. Edited by J. Golden Taylor and Thomas
Lyon. (Fort Worth: Texas Christian University Press, 1987. xliii + 1,353 pp.
Illustrations, notes, bibliographies, index. $79.50.)

J.

Five years ago, in the course of our collaborative work on the book Will
Henry's West, a collection of his short fiction and essays, Henry Wilson Allen
wrote me of his ambition to understand the work being done by academic
scholar-critics on a subject dose to his heart: western fiction. He said, tonguein-cheek, that such knowledge would perhaps be useful in directing "a little
of the pure stuff toward my own works" and also in learning why some of the
practitioners of it seemed so determined to "obstruct justice by throwing themselves between whatever I write and any chance of it beJng accorded serious
attention."
Allen, regarded by his peers (if not by such scholars as Fred Erisman and
Richard Etulain, who did not include him in their 1982 Fifty Western Writers: A
Bio-Bibliographical Guide) as the finest living western novelist, had by then been
the subject of such "Serious Criticism," as he called it, with the publication in
the Twayne U.S. Author Series of the book about him written by Robert L.
Gale of the University of Pittsburgh. Although he had high regard for Professor
Gale's work, he still expressed puzzlement and doubt about what he viewed
as the suspiciously sudden phenomenon of treating western writing so seriously after so long a time of treating it like an unannounced visiting in-law.
"Can you imagine the day when any Western writer will be honestly and
honorably afforded the same respect and homage and acceptance as a writer
in any other discipline? I simply can't," he wrote me.
In his preface to A Literary History of the American West, this monumental
work of more than eighty scholars, Max Westbrook sets an apologetic tone
that the Henry AlIens, trying to understand the scholars' work, will find exasperatingly familiar. Westbrook provides the view that literature of the West
is handicapped by "Hollywood horse operas and stereotypical paperbacks sold
in bus stations" and laments the fact that the West has yet to produce a William
Faulkner or another "giant with enough original power to make prejudicial
ranking collapse."
But these scholar-obligatory musings aside, Westbrook, in seemingly stating the obvious-"The American West plays an important role in the history
of the nation ... western literature plays an important role in the literature
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of the nation"-appropriately raises the curtain on a prodigious work of scholarship that proves, once and for all time, that the literature of the American
West requires no apologies, nor a William Faulkner as exemplar, to establish
its validity.
This is a book that will help the Will Henrys and all others interested in
the history and literature of the American West understand how scholars work
to show that the literature of the West, in all its forms inspired by the history,
is something quite extraordinary.
The book's eighty-eight essays, meaningfully arranged, cover such an
astonishing range of literary figures, form, and history that only the most
gimlet-eyed will spot a discrepancy or omission. The author essays are provocative and often critically definitive: Patrick D. Morrow writing on Bret
Harte, Mark Twain, and the San Francisco Circle; Robert Brophy on Robinson
Jeffers; Earle Labor on Jack London; James W.. Lee on Benjamin Capps; Robert
C. Wright on Frederick Manfred; Wallace Stegner on Bernard DeVoto; Wayne
Chatterton on A. B. Guthrie, Jr.; Fred Erisman on Jack Schaefer; and so on.
From its coverage of Indian oral traditions and folklore to the western
nature essay, the western novel, dramatic work, poem and film; from its expert
analysis of works as far-ranging as those of Willa Cather, Edward Abbey, Jack
Kerouac, Hamlin Garland and the Middle Border, Rolvaag and Krause of the
Northwest, to its authoritative attention to such ethnic influences as those of
the American Indian, the Mexican American, Asian American, Afro American,
and the Scandinavian-A Literary History of the American West is a breathtaking
accomplishment.
It is not only a splendid tribute to the inextricable union, permanency,
and value of the history and literature of the American West, it is an equally
glowing tribute to the Western Literature Association and to such scholars as
the late J. Golden Taylor (first senior editor of the book), Thomas J. Lyon,
George.F. Day, Gerald W. Haslam, James H. Maguire, William T. Pilkington,
and all other contributors, for their dedication to the proposition that the only
apologies due the literature of the West are from those who ignore it.
Dale L. Walker
University of Texas at EI Paso

The Interior Country: Stories of the Modern West. Edited by Alexander Blackburn,
Craig Lesley, and Jill Landem.. (Athens: Ohio University Press/Swallow Press,
1987. xvii + 333 pp. $24.95 cloth, $11.95 paper.)
I have lately been wondering whether we do readers and writers a disservice by referring to a body of work called "Western American literature."
What, exactly, do we mean by it? If we mean writing set in the West and of
such quality that it contributes to American letters generally, then we are
properly speaking of the national literature, and not of a conveniently derived
subset. If the writing is of a rare superior quality, then we address literature
itself. If, on the other hand, we mean a corpus of writing that simply happens
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to be set in the West, or produced by writers who by birth or circumstance
dwell on this side of the hundredth meridian, and if we ignore questions of
merit in the interests of creating a special branch of writing all our own, then
we cheapen the very idea of literature, for our parochialism necessarily legitimates the mediocre along with the good.
Alexander Blackburn's anthology, The Interior Country, seems tom between
the various definitions of "Western American literature," taking a stand only
long enough to suggest, in the editor's words, that "the interior country"the modem American West-is "a symbolic landscape with a power to revitalize
the continental soul." (The Santa Catalina Mountains, which my writing table
faces, do not seem at all symbolic; they're too big and too real for that. I am
hard pressed to determine how their beauty might revitalize, say, the faraway
soul of Manhattan or Detroit. But let Blackburn's definition stand.) The principal criterion for inclusion in The Interior Country is a writer's willingness to
call the West home, and this is not quite enough to propel the book along.
As a collection of readings in fiction by modem Western writers, Blackburn's book has its modest virtues. Surely no one would take exception to
admitting Edward Abbey, Frank Waters, Leslie Silko, William Eastlake, and
Walter Van Tilburg Clark into the company of writers worthy of our attention,
even if those writers bear very little similarity to one another. Almost all of
them, however, are represented by excerpts from readily available books and
by stories already anthologized. This is unenergetic collecting, especially given
the abundance of worthy pieces that each of these writers has published in
small journals and now-defunct publications.
The book contains much work that is simply undistinguished, included,
it appears, simply by virtue of the writers' having set down stakes in Idaho
or Santa Barbara or the northern Great Plains. A more rigorous editorial hand,
and especially a powerful controlling idea-a real idea-that might govern the
anthology, would have reduced the number of pieces that lie dead on the page.
In their place might have stood stories by good wrifers who combine "westernness" with real talent: Scott Momaday, James Welch, Alberto Rios, Lawrence
Clark Powell, Denise Chavez, Norman Maclean, A. B. Guthrie, Thomas
McGuane, Richard Ford. Many of the finer stories, conversely, are outof place,
and to claim some of the contributors as "Western writers" is to ignore and
even undermine the universality of their work.
So long as we are content with convenient, if meaningless, academic categories by which we pigeonhole writers, we have little cause to complain about
the occasional misguided collection. But if writers who happen to live in the
American West are ever to be read elsewhere, as many of them deserve to be,
it will have to be through a more powerful vehicle than this.
Gregory McNamee
Tucson, Arizona

Book Notes

Christopher Columbus. By Gianni Granzotto. (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1988. ix + 300 pp. Maps, bibliography; index. $9.95
paper.) Reprint of the 1984 edition in Italian published by Mondadri
Editore S. p. A. Milano.
.
Coronado and the Myth of Quivira. Edited by Dianna Everett. (Canyon,
Texas: Panhandle-Plains Historical Society, 1985. 83 pp. Illustrations,
maps, notes, bibliography, index. $6.98 paper.) Anthology of papers
given at public programs titled, "Myths That Made Texas," sponsored
by the Texas Committee for the Humanities.
The Journey of Fray Marcos de Niza. By Cleve Hallenbeck. (Dallas: Southern Methodist University Press, 1988. !xxi + 115 pp. Illustrations, notes,
bibliography, index. $29.95.) Reprint of 1949 edition, with a new introduction by David J. Weber.
The Santa Fe. and Taos Colonies: Age of the Muses, 1900-1942. By Arrell
Morgan Gibson. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1988. xiii +
305 pp. Illustrations, map, notes, bibliography, index. $12.95 paper.)
Paperback reprint of the 198~ edition.
Monumental Ghosts. By Alice Bullock. (Santa Fe: Sunstone Press, 1987.
42 pp. Illustrations. $5.95 paper.) Ghost story vignettes about prominent historical sites in New Mexico.
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Chimayo Valley_ Traditions. By Elizabeth Kay. (Santa Fe: Ancient City
Press, 1987. vii + 91 pp. Illustrations, map, notes, bibliography. $19.95
cloth, $8.95 paper.) Stories of Hispanic and Native American history
and culture in northern New Mexico.
Los Alamos before the Bomb and Other Stories. By Charles S. Pearce. (New
York: Vantage Press, 1987. vii + 118 pp. Illustrations. $9.50.) Folk tales
about community life in World War II-era Los Alamos.

Maverick Town: The Story of Old Tascosa. By John L. McCarty. (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1988. xv +287 pp. Illustrations, map,
bibliography, index. $10.95 paper.) First paperback version of original
1946 edition. New foreword by C. L. Sonnichsen.
New Mexico's Best Ghost Towns. By Philip Varney. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1987. xiv + 190 pp. Illustrations, tables,
maps, appendixes, bibliography, index. $13.95 paper.) Reprint of 1981
edition with new foreword by Tony Hillerman.
Colorado Ghost Towns and Mining Camps. By Sandra Dallas. (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1988.ix + 254 pp. Illustrations, maps,
bibliography, index. $14.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1985 edition.
The Cowboy at Work. By Fay E. Ward. (Norman: University of Oklahoma
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